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New Faces on WMCKA Board

By
Karl Geisel

During WMCKA’s Annual
meeting at Ludington State
Park Al Anderson was elected
President of the WMCKA
Board along with Julie Stevens
as Secretary and Frits Kwant
as Treasurer. Re-elected to
their respective positions were
Vice President Steve
From left to right, new WMCKA Board members – President Al
Adsmond and Board Member Anderson, Secretary Julie Stevens and Treasurer Frits Kwant
At-Large Fred McConkey.
Trish Harrington; Secretary and Jon
Newly elected Treasurer, Frits Kwant
Klatt; Treasurer. Jon Klatt has served as
reported that the club and budget are in WMCKA Treasurer for the past seven
good shape due to efficient manageyears.
ment of symposium costs.
Thanks was also extended to Lynn DomA loud cheer of appreciation was given
inguez and Laurie Levknecht for their
to the outgoing officers for their work.
work co-chairing this year’s symposium
They are: Bob Burmania; President,
looking for boats I
should be fine. Winnie and I start to
Good planning and starting on time with cruise the campground just before 9:00
all the right gear, looking forward to see- perfect. Well there goes an SUV with a
kayak so we just follow it and pretty
ing old friends and meeting some new
soon there are cars, trucks, station wagones, but where are we supposed to
meet and what time. Well I know peo- ons, all with kayaks on top coming from
all different directions heading to the
ple are staying at the Platte River
Campground and usually leave around same place. “Wow this is a well attended event” I said to Winnie. When
9:00 A.M.; so if I drive there and start
we got to the landing on Platte
Lake I Looked around and noticed that I didn’t know but
about half the people there
and more people were arriving all the time. We were
quickly running out of parking
spots. I started to introduce
myself and help out the new
members. The new members knew each other and
were organized. That is when
I figured out that our association had run into a club on the
Photo by
Two paddlers enjoy the clear waters of Lake Michisame day at the same time

Paddling with the Salmon

gan at the mouth of the Platte River

By
Jack Keyes

Jack Keyes
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and also to John & Jan VanWyk for
hosting the meeting on their campsite.
After the meeting was adjourned, the
stew was served along with all sorts of
other delicious treats.

and place. It was pretty confusing for a
bit.
The day was sunny and warm. People
were friendly and helpful and everyone
had a great time again. How do we
keep on doing this? Al was there and
showed a new type of Brown Recluse
that you will be seeing on Michigan Rivers. Betsy discussed the finer points of
traditional Inuit style paddles at lunch;
sharing knowledge and discussing tradition and style over food. The salmon
were in the river and didn’t seem to
mind us playing with them all day, but it
did add to the excitement. Big powerful
fish going up the river to spawn at the
hatchery where they were born and
raised did add to the excitement. Feeling the fish bump the bottom of your
boat below the weir is fun.
We paddled out to the big lake and
worked up an appetite playing in the
waves at the mouth of the river. Sitting
(Continued on page 5)

Presidents Corner

By
Al Anderson

This is the column where the president
is supposed to report of the goings-on of
the club. Many of you know that I have
been writing "The View from the Bay" for
many years, where I have a little fun at
the expense of our fair village and surrounding area. I'm tempted to take
Karl's suggestion and call the "The
President's View from the Corner of the
Bay", combining two columns into one
for the duration of my tenure.
I'm looking forward to the year ahead. I'll
be working with the symposium committee to help bring about an even more
exciting program for 2005. I'm also trying to find contact people for each event
throughout the year so that newbies or
non-members can get more detailed information from the people most familiar

with the event. I also would like to encourage members to 'host' new paddling
events this coming season. We all run
into schedule conflicts these days, so
the more events (big or small) we have
to choose from, the more chances
members will have to get together. If
you've discovered a new, special paddling place that could handle a group,
feel free to pick a date for a gathering.
It's that easy. Every open event we have
started that way.

like to think that we are organized
enough to be effective and disorganized
enough to still have fun. At a recent gettogether, a newcomer asked where to
sign up for the next day's activities. John
VanWyk, explaining our informal approach, pointed to our banner and said,
"We're an Association, not an Organization." Couldn't have expressed it better
myself.
Thanks to out outgoing officers (Bob
and Trish) for a job well done. I'd like to
thank Steve, Frits and Julie for volunteering their time and talents for the current term. Finally, special thanks to our
outgoing treasurer Jon Klatt, who has
served WMCKA almost forever.

WMCKA is a special group of people.
Most sport/recreational organizations
have competition of some other form of
fanaticism as their raison d'être.
WMCKA has sustained itself on friendship, a mutual interest in paddling safely
Al
and just having fun for two decades. I

First Annual “Forty-Niners” Gathering a Huge Success!
The weekend of September 24-26
seemed about right for a gathering of
OLD friends who love to camp, kayak
and hike, so Bill and I decided to host
one. We had never stayed at the Northern Exposure Campground on Hodenpyle Dam, and so we decided that we’d
have a few friends that wouldn’t mind a
little adventure. Although all the people
who attended are all WMCKA members,
this was not a WMCKA outing. In attendance were: us, Phil and Kathy Smith
and their Wonderdog, Gus; Leon and
Tina Hayward; John and Jan VanWyk;
Fred McConkey; Jim Ellickson; Fred
Olmstead; and Elizabeth Boessenkool.
Joining us for the day were: Al and Betsie Anderson; and Raphael and Lynn
Dominquez and their two darling new
Golden Retriever puppies.

chips, and soon Fred M, and Jim E. and
Fred O. arrived, followed by Elizabeth.
Last to arrive that evening were Phil,
Kathy and Gus, as they had an earlier
engagement. After all having our dinners independently (except for one
Forty-Niner who arrived without any
food, ate with us, and shall remain
nameless!), we sat around the campfire,
swapped stories and shared camaraderie. Since none of us are spring chickens, the last light went out about 11 pm,
and everyone was up and around by 8
am the next morning. I got a big laugh
out of Gus trying to convince Phil, by
tail-wagging, doggy-grins, and tugging
on his leash, that he really NEEDED to
get a drink of water right out by the
swan that was swimming nearby and
eyeing him askance.

The weatherguy had said all week that
there was absolutely no chance of rain,
but just as Al and Betsie arrived, the “no
chance” started pouring down on us.
We all decided to paddle anyway, and
by the time everyone was ready to go,
the rain had stopped, and the sun was
struggling to emerge from the clouds.
We had not realized how large the Hodenpyle Dam area was (about 6 miles
long), nor how absolutely crystal clear
Anyway, Friday night was lovely. We
arrived about 5:30, to find John and Jan was the water. The fall colors were just
starting to emerge that weekend, and
and Leon and Tina already there and
there was little wind, so paddling was
set up. We all hung around and ate
Now, if you will notice, there is one thing
this group of people has in common,
other than the love of the outdoors,
dogs, and paddling. Take Betsie out of
the mix, as she was our token kid –
have you got it? Yes, we are all very
EXPERIENCED folks, and sometime
during the weekend, the name “The
Forty-Niners” evolved and stuck.
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By
Anne Keith

idyllic. Being old codgers, most of us
got hungry after about an hour and a
half, so everyone but the two intrepid
explorers, Tina and Elizabeth, turned
around and headed back to camp for
lunch. When we arrived, Lynn and
Raphael and the two puppies had joined
us for some fishing out of their canoe.
After a nice, leisurely lunch, some of
us – Bill and I, John and Jan, Fred M,
Jim, and Fred O. – decided to paddle
the other way, and spent another delightful (and sunny, finally) couple of
hours on the water. We returned to
camp around 4:30, and before heading
out to dinner, Leon treated everyone to
one of his special libations. Most of us
drove in to Kaleva for dinner, with the
exception of the lamb chop guys, Jim
and Fred O., who decided to grill out.
After dinner, we all gathered around the
campfire once again, and enjoyed
S’Mores thoughtfully provided by Tina.
Again, all were tired, so it was a fairly
early turn-in for everyone.
Sunday morning we all drove into Mesick for a “to-die-for” breakfast at
Sparks’ Restaurant. After returning to
the camp, some people paddled, and
some went hiking on the miles of trails
adjacent to the campground. I was one
(Continued on page 3)

Quetico Adventure

By
John VanWyk

Many are concerned about
bears getting into food supplies. We
were too, after a bear ran across the
road as we approached the entry point.
We used a Coleman 5 gallon water
cooler to hold our food. Tied to a tree,
its double walls and screw top prevented the critters from inviting themselves to our food. In popular campsites, bears look for hanging packs and
send their kids up to unload them. Mice
and chipmunks walk on the rope and
chew through most pack materials. No
bears bothered us, but the red squirrels
sure did. As I was reaching into an open
Out of Quetico’s 600+ lakes , we chose gorp jar sitting next to my chair, I came
the Beaverhouse entry point (2 hrs west out with a ball of squirming fur that was
helping itself to a snack.
of Thunder Bay Ont.) because of easy
kayak friendly portages into large lakes
Yes, I said a chair. I had a take apart
like Cirris and Quetico. Our Quetico
Lake campsite was on an island larger beach chair by Travel Chair that I found
on sale at Campmor. Troy tried out the
than most of our Michigan lakes.
ultralight sling chair that was reviewed in
Rather than bore you with complaints of the GR. Press. It was light and small
constant wind, rain and cold weather, I enough to fit in a kayak hatch, but its
will review some of those new items we flexible front frame had a habit of tipping. Eventually the main frame tube
tried out.
started to split on the ends and provided
for an entertaining ride.
Normally first up and last down, our
Kelty Canyon tarp was too complicated
to set up fast. It’s odd shape and many The older you get the harder the ground
tie points would have been very difficult becomes. My usual 4 inch thick therto set up in a storm. It required a center marest would never fit in a pack. It was
replaced by a Big Agnes Airlight mat
pole to prevent rain pooling. The silicone treatment makes for an extremely from Lee’s in Kalamazoo. Weighing just
light and small package and would easy 26oz and packing into a 4 x 10 sack, its
lightweight small diameter nylon tubes
stuff behind the seat of most kayaks. I
would still prefer a 10 X 14 rectangular contain a Permaloft mat inside to pretarp with center ties made of the same vent thermal transfer. The 15 degree
material. To keep water seeping through rating and 2,5 inch thickness makes it
very comfortable and warm when the
the tent floor and soaking our sleeping
temperatures drops.
bags, we put
the floor saver
There were plenty of downed logs near
tarp on the
camp. Cut with a Swen saw, logs were
inside of the
easily split with a Fiskars splitting ax. It
tent and
also did a fair job of chopping. Available
stayed dry
with a 18 or 24 inch hollow handle and 2
through the
# head, it easily fits alongside the seat.
many down
pours.
Some of you may have tried the new foil
pack Tuna available in several flavors. A
Bugs, bugs,
bit heavy but no can opener needed.
and more
Sue Bee also makes turkey and chicken
bugs! Not for us! Before we left we
sprayed all our clothing with permethrin, in foil packs and both taste great either
the same treatment given to ExOfficio’s as a salad pita or wrap, in frittitas or for
adding protein to Lipton noodles or rice
Bugg Off clothing. It not only repels, it
side dishes.
also kills the bugs. Troy is normally a
mosquito magnet, but he never reached
I had planned on using foil pack ground
for the bug dope even when wearing
beef I found at a Walmart Superstore. It
shorts.
My grandson Troy and I recently completed a trip to Quetico (the Canadian
portion of the Ontario/Minnesota Boundary Waters Wilderness Canoe Area).
Troy took his P&H Capella. I took my
old 23lb. Walbash Valley 17 solo canoe
because it was Troy's first back country
trip and we needed extra carrying capacity for the many luxury items we took
along. It carries like a dream but paddles like a cork. It’s low freeboard and
severe weather cocking prevented us
from paddling on several windy days.
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Forty-Niner Weekend
(Continued from page 2)

of the hikers, and was impressed by
this campground and all it has to offer.
By about 1 pm, most of us were
packed up and ready to go – although
no one really wanted the weekend to
end. Everyone had a wonderful, relaxing time – paddling, hiking, and just
hanging out with friends. Bill and I are
looking forward to doing it again next
year.

was a little heavy but compact and
comes in Mexican, Italian or plain flavors, but a taste test was impossible as
it was unfortunately left at home. It was
planned for tacos and spaghetti.
Bulk containers of dried mushrooms
and onions found at Sams Club added
flavor to our meals as did a tub of dried
red bell peppers from “wildernessdining.
com“. Rehydrated and topped with Velveeta and tomato powder on fresh
baked Jiffy brand pizza crust created a
deep pan pizza rivaling the best from
Pizza Hut.
We tried the Mountain House Salsa, but
still preferred the store bought chunky
salsa we transferred into a plastic jar. It
made powdered eggs palatable, topping
frittitas and breakfast burritos. For those
that love the smell of bacon, precooked
bacon needs no refrigeration and packs
small and light and adds just enough
flavor and grease to egg dishes.
Fry Bread from CacheLake.com are
easy to make and come in many flavors
from garlic to cinnamon raisin. We also
tried Mountain House dark chocolate
cheese cake and apple crisp. They were
okay but with a little more prep time, we
could have done much better from
scratch or with store bought mixes. My
favorite dessert is warmed rehydraded
apples or other fruit seasoned with cinnamon or pie spices, wrapped in a tortilla or pita. Fried and sprinkled with
powdered or cinnamon sugar or brown
sugar is better yet. Umm, I think I’ll start
a fire and make some now.

Ideas for the Winter months

By
Karl Geisel

time I was
Rossman was recommended by New
ready to paddle Zealand based outfitter, Friendly Islands
A couple of months ago I asked readers it had frozen to about 3/8". The two-part Kayak Co., to National Geographic for
polyurethane finish in the kayak surthe interview about this paddling parato write in with what they’ve done to
dise. You can find out more about padpass the time during the winter months. vived OK but the paddle was less so.
The problem in late winter is getting to
dling in this remote 171 island tropical
Beside pool sessions (see page 5)
where you can refresh, maintain or learn the edge of the water without having to paradise east of Fiji by going to www.
venture onto thin ice. There's always
fikco.com or e-mailing Val at vfrossnew skills, here are a couple of other
open water somewhere, but reaching it man@cbpu.com.
ideas….
can be the snag.
Chris Campbell of Traverse City wrote:
———————–
Seven years of being on the lakes
every month since I launched the boat. Dig back to your NovemIt's a CLC Cape Charles 18 I built from ber 2003 in Adventure
plans. I'm up to 89 months as of Octo- Magazine by National
ber and have not yet been out in NoGeographic with its "25
vember.
Greatest Adventures to
Do Now" cover story.
The winter of '03 was a problem; in
Thumb to adventure numMarch, I had to launch in the Boardman ber 11 on page 70,
River and paddle out to the open area at "Getting Lost in the
the mouth.
Ha'apai Islands" and you'll
find WMCKA member Val
This past winter, I scored Feb. by doing Rossman's quotes regardsome ice-breaking that left my wooden ing her paddle through the
paddle scarred. I had scouted out a
Polynesian kingdom in the
launch point the day before, but by the
summer of 2002.
Val Rossman (left) and friend paddle in the Ha’apai Islands.

Good Stew for Young People
My name is Shawontel Keyes. I am 15
years old and I am the granddaughter of
Jack and Winnie Keyes. Last weekend
on October 8, 2004 my friend Jessica
Syrocki and I went with my grand parents to go camping and kayaking for the
weekend. I have only been kayaking
one other time in my life, and that was
when I was in the third grade, my
grandpa took me for my birthday, Jessica had never done it. We knew that
we were going with my grandparent’s

Shawontel Keyes and friend Jessica Syrocki on
Hamlin Lake.

By
Shawontel Keyes

friends but, we didn’t know that they
were part of the WMCKA, a famous
kayakers association in Michigan. We
camped right next to my grandparents
long-time camping / kayaking buddies,
John and Jan and their grandkids, Troy
and younger sister Taylor, and her fiend
Brittany. When we got to the campsite,
Jessica and I thought it was absolutely
beautiful. There was a trail going all
around the lake, but we were not about
to go all the around it! We did, however
go out on the dock
that goes around our
site, it was really
pretty, it was also
really cold, but the sun
was shining, so it wasn’t so bad.

Photo by Jack
Keyes

That night, after we
got all settled in we
had a “Boy Scout dinner” it had hamburger
meat, potatoes, carrots, and other stuff,
and it was delicious.
We had a big day
ahead of us, so we
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went to bed early.
On Saturday we went to breakfast at
The House of Flavors. It was okay, but
not great. We got back to the campsite
and made Gorp. Lots of nuts, candy,
and fruit; it was really good. Jessica
and I could not wait to get on the water,
we were really nervous, but we kayaked
for a long time and we did fine, and it
was a blast! I can not wait to go again
in the spring. You should go and check
it out, it is beautiful, especially the Hamlin Lake dam. The salmon are jumping
up all over the place. The Ludington
State Park is our new favorite place.

SUBMISSIONS
Articles, photos, trip reports, announcements for trips or any other materials relating to kayaking or the environment are welcome for submission. Electronic media is
preferred (plain text, or MS Word format
please). Materials are subject to editing.
Send to: karl.geisel@wmcka.org

WMCKA Pool Sessions

Paddle with Salmon

WMCKA Pool Sessions will be held again this year at the Grandville Middle School
(address below) on the following Saturdays from 3-5 PM.

(Continued from page 1)

in the last summer rays in the sand, but
eventually we have to leave to get
cleaned up for dinner at the Friendly
Tavern in Empire. A burger, a beverage, and cottage fries what a wonderful
conversation starter. A day that is
close to perfection.

November 13
December 4
January 8, 22
February 12, 26
March 5, 19
Rates are:
WMCKA/ACA Members
WMCKA, non ACA
Non WMCKA members

$10.00
$15.00
$20.00

Go home and unpack get dressed and
go to the Little Bo in Traverse City to
listen to great entertainment from Betsy
Bay and the Groove Engine. Starting
to fade after all a Grandfather of seven
needs his beauty sleep. Home to
snuggle and good night; the end of another great WMCKA weekend in beautiful Michigan.

Grandville Middle School is located at:
3535 Wilson SW
Grandville MI 49418
(Pool entrance is at the rear (NW corner)
of building next to the athletic field)
Please clean your boat thoroughly before leaving home. Boats that are not free of
dirt, sand, leaves and other debris will not be allowed in the pool!!
Formal instruction is available this year for an additional charge. You must sign up in advance – contact Karl Geisel at karl.geisel@wmcka.org.

For group paddling opportunities from WMCKA members
Visit the Forums/Message Board
at

WMCKA Board of Directors
Title

Name

Phone

Email

President
Vice Pres.
Secretary
Treasurer
At Large 1
At Large 2
At Large 3

Al Anderson
Steven Adsmond
Julie Stevens
Frits Kwant
John Van Wyk
Keith Wikle
Fred McConkey

(231) 352-7774
(231) 924-3719
(989) 828-576
(616) 956-6125
(616) 669-1565
(269) 833-2164
(616) 396-5036

bbkayak@betsievalley.net
adsmond@comcast.net
steven49@msu.edu
frits@iserv.net
jjvw@earthlink.net
kjwikle@turtleneck.net
fmcconkey@macatawa.com

Symp Co-Chair
Symp Co-Chair
Web Guy
Newsletter

Lynn Dominguez
Laurie Levknecht
Keith Wikle
Karl Geisel

www.wmcka.org

Visit WMCKA On-line at:
www.wmcka.org

WMCKA Non Board Positions
(517) 669-1565
(616)123-1234
(269) 833-2164
(616) 452-3239

dominla@cmich.edu
kayaklaurie@aol.com
kjwikle@turtleneck.net
karl.geisel@wmcka.org

Club Information
Membership Information
Event Calendar

WMCKA Membership Form
Address change only

Name:

New Member
Renewal

Address:

Select a Membership option:
WMCKA Individual ($10/yr)
WMCKA & ACA Individual ($30/yr)
WMCKA & ACA Family ($35/yr)
(Dual WMCKA/ACA Memberships
Include 1 year of Paddler Magazine)
Please make checks payable to WMCKA.

City:

State:

Zip:

Phone:
Email:
I would like my name, phone # and e-mail address included in the membership directory.

Mail To: WMCKA
c/o Karl Geisel
1900 Clearbrook SE
Grand Rapids, MI 49508
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Kayaking Links
Photo Galleries
Message Board

A word about WMCKA events
These events are gatherings of
paddlers who share an interest
in kayaking and spending social
time together. They are open to
all interested individuals of any
(or no) skill level. There are no
leaders, lifeguards, or anyone
else responsible the safety of
those who choose to participate.
Everyone is responsible for his/
her own safety and is expected
to use common sense and good
judgement both on and off the
water. Neither WMCKA nor any
of its individual members can be
responsible for the safety of
those attending club events.

Classified Ads
Non-commercial “For Sale” and “Wanted” ads are available for WMCKA
members and other area clubs. Each ad will appear for two issues unless
the individual placing the ad notifies the editor otherwise. Ads should be
submitted in electronic format to the editor at:
karl.geisel@wmcka.org

NRS kayakers full wetsuit, mens medium, $60.
Contact: Roger at rogdykstra1@juno.com or 616-241-6364.
Betsie Bay Valkyrie – Fiberglass. $900. Built in 1993.
17’x22” and approximately 45 lbs. Photos can be seen at:
www.iserv.net/~geisel/boats4sale Contact: Karl at:
karl.geisel@wmcka.org or 616-452-3239

Learning skills at the pool in warm, clear
water. See page 5 for details.

Photo by
Karl Geisel

Kayak Ultra-light 37 lbs. Cascade. 14’6”x26”x15” Yellow
over White. All equipment – value $3,000 – Offer. Grand
Rapids, Mich – Contact: Paul 616-706-7771
Blue Heron racing kayak made by Eddyline. Very good condition. $795 or may consider a trade for a Sunfish or similar
small sail boat or two person sea kayak. Contact: Rich at
269-646-3229.
Perception Phat for $425. Contact Rich at 269-646-3229.
CLC West River 180, never been paddled, deck needs varnish, $1200, call Jim at (269)349-3642
WMCKA Kids play a game of “sink the boat”
during a recent pool session.

Photo by
Karl Geisel

c/o Karl Geisel
1900 Clearbrook SE
Grand Rapids MI 49508

